Details about Heli tour to Everest
http://www.gangajamunatreks.com/everest-helicopter-tours
Everest Helicopter Tour is famous trip for children to aging peoples. More suitable with tourist
having limited time frame can explore Everest and surroundings with helicopter. Flying at
height of 5000 miter and exploring remarkable beauty of Nepal Himalayas is live time
achievement. The flight visit world’s tallest mountain peak Mt. Everest, more than 8000 miter
other mountains and hundreds of other snow peaks. Around 4 hour’s flight starting from
Kathmandu and ending in Kathmandu, you will be busy capturing memorials with your smiley
and informatics pilot.
Trip starts from your Hotel. We will pick up you from your hotel and drop up to Heli pad. Small
5 seater helicopter start to fly towards Everest region via Langtang and Jugal Himal. Meanwhile
Himalayas comes nearer and bigger. Your first stop will be in Lukla for fuel refilling. Your next
destination toward Everest base camp, typical Sherpa village and off course scenic Himalayas.
Your pilot announces the name of different Himalayas and provides you all the information.
Your helicopter gets closer with Mt. Everest as near as possible. After rounding around Mt.
Everest, other panoramic snow peaks and khumbu glassier you will be landing at Everest
basecamp. This is a very good opportunities to take your feet in to base camp of world’s highest
peak Mt. Everest.
Your next destination toward Gokyo valley. Gokyo valley is richest with lakes situated at highest
land between 4600 m and 5100m. After landing at Gokyo, you are allowed to capture scenery
and visit small villages near by Gokyo lakes. Now your helicopter starts your returned journey to
Kathmandu. Again one more stop at Syangboche airport, meanwhile you get hot mountain
coffee time. At the way of returning back to Kathmandu another stop at Lukla airport for
fueling. Finally you arrive at Kathmandu airport.

Trip Fact
Trip name: Everest helicopter Tour
Trip Duration: 04 hours
Group Size: Any (Trip is operated in charter
based for any of group size)
Best Time: March – May and Sept – Dec
Cost: USD 5200 per charter

Highlight of the trip
 Flying with private and chartered
Helicopter
 Reaching at base camp of world’s
highest peak Mount Everest
 Breakfast is highest land at Everest
View point (3962m/ 13,000 ft)
 Enjoy and capture aerial view of
Himalayas
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Itinerary
06: 00 Am: Pick up from Hotel and Drop to Domestic Airport Kathmandu
06: 30 Am: Start flying with Chartered Helicopter. Fly to Everest view lodge at Syangboche
(3962m). After breakfast there, fly Everest Base Camp (5200m). The flying visit to the top of the
world, Mount Everest and other awesome virgin mountain peaks at close. Flying is also give you
opportunity to explore natural beauty of other sites like, Khumbu glacier, Everest base camp,
and scenery of typical Sherpa villages.
10:00 Am: back to Kathmandu airport and Transfer to Hotel.

Cost including






Pick up from your hotel and drop
Bottled water
Breakfast in Shyangboche
4 Hours chartered helicopter flight
Everest national park fees

Excluding









Foods and drinks
Accommodation, other activities, foods in Kathmandu
Note / Term and Condition
This trip is always depending on whether condition. Waiting at Airport for time or
postponing your chartered flight for the next day can be happened and it is in optional.
Trip is operated as chartered flight based and cost is for a helicopter where 3 Or 4
peoples can be adjusted. Due to heavy weight of the passengers, if helicopter can’t take
off, will be require to purchases additional flight and flight charge will be directly
charged in your flight time.
This type of flight is not recommended for pregnancy, heart diseases, and other serious
medical condition peoples.
Make your total baggage as minimum as you can.

